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ABSTRACT



L

T-he purpose of this study was to examine the effect
of stainless steel- pins on the compressive and tensile

strength of dental- amargam and to determine whether any

beneficial- effect would resul-t with the use of a pin which

fused with the amalgam matrix. A pin, consisting of a core

wire of platinum-gold-palladium erectroplated with sterling

silver, was developed lvhich microscopicarly appeared to fuse

with the amalgam matrix.

The effecLs of three types of pins on the mechanicar-

properties of amalgam were determined by embedding one or
more of each type in amalgam speci-mens made from three diff-
erent types of alloy" Pins were positioned to simul_ate the

clinical- procedure where they are incorporated in ama]gam

restorations for retentive purposes " The specimens vrere pre-
pared in specially designed moul-ds using a constant pressure

condensing apparatus " six hundred and forty-eight specimens

representing all- combinations of pins and alloy types were

tested for ultimate compressive and ul-timate tensile strength

at one hour and twenty-four hour intervals after condensation.

The resul-ts were compared statistically with those of control

specimens which did not contain pins.

Three hundred and twenty-four specimens \,vere prepared.

for tensil-e testing with pin pracement paraller to the ten-

sile force to simulate the effect of pins used as isthmus rein-
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forcing agents in class two amalgam restorations " Tensile

tests \^/ere performed one hour and twenty-four hours after

the compl-etion of condensation. To determ.ine if resistance

to withdrawal of pins from amargam had a relationship to the

reinforcing qualities of the pins, withdrawal- tests were con-

ducted with each combination of pin and aIloy twenty-four

hours after the completion of condensation of the specimens.

Residual- mercury analysis of five hundred previously

tested specimens demonstrated no correlation between strength

val-ues and residual- mercury content"

In general all- types of pins used for retention pur-

poses caused a reduction in the compressive and tensile

strength of amalgam when tested, after one hour and at the

end of twenty-four hours. Compressive strength tests on

specimens containing smooth stainl-ess-steel and electro-

plated pins yielded similar results. Serrated staj-nless-

steel- pins demonstrated a different effect on compressive

strength, which was thought to be due to the serrations.

It was felt by this 1-nvestigator that none of the pin mat-

erial-s demonstrated a i,veakening effect that was clinica-lIy

significant at the twenty-four hour test time.

The electroplateC pins proved to have l-ess of a del_e-

terj-ous effect on the tensil-e strength of amalgam than did

either of the stainless steel pins at both one hour and



twenty-four hour test periods, when pins \,vere positioned

perpendicular to the tensil-e force.
-vühen pins were positioned parallel to the direction of

the applied tensile load, serrated stainless-steer and elec-

troplated platinum-goId-palladium pins produced a signifi-

cant increase in tensil-e strength of amalgam v¡hen tested at

one hour and twenty-four hour intervals. After one hour,

electroplated pins produced the greatest increase in tensile
strength, whereas the serrated stainl_ess-stee1 pins per-

formed best after twenty-four hours.

The results of this study indicate that pins, capable

of fusing with the amalgam matrix, improve certain mechani-

cal properties of large amargam restorations in which they

are placed essentially for retentive purposes. It is sugg-

ested" that further research be conducted to determine whether

serrated platinum-gold-pal-l-adium pins, electroplated with

sterling silver would increase the tensil-e strength of am-

algam to a greater extent than either smooth electropl_ated

or serrated stainl-ess-steel pins.
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Dental practitioners are frequently confronted v¿ith the
problem of economically restoring teeth which have been

severery affected by dental- caries or congenital malforma-

tion. rt is often found that such teeth do not have suffi-
cient remaining supracoronal structure to retaj_n and support

a conventi-onally placed silver amalgam restoration.

over the years a technique to manage such teeth has

become increasingly popular" The procedure consists of
drilling smal-l- holes into the remaining dentin of the tooth
and cementing or otherwise fixing stainless steel_ wires or
pins which project for some distance beyond the leve] of the

dentin. The restoration is completed in the conventional
manner by condensing amalgam around the pins. This procedure

proved to be very successful for the restoration of many teeth
which v/ere previousry considered to be beyond repair.

Littl-e research, however, has been conducted to evalu-
ate the effect of the embedded stainl-ess-steer pins on the

physical properties of silver amalgam.
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Retention of plastic filling materials, such as gold

foil and amalgam, has traditionally been achíeved, by pro-
ducing adequate retentj-on form within the wal-ls o.f the

cavity preparation. fn t.eeth grossly mutirated by caries
it is very difficul-t t.o develop adequate retention for these

restorative material-s" This led early practioners to seek

other methods of gaining the required retention form.

rn l-875, Davisf described a method of increasing the

retention of gord foil restorations. After completion of
the cavity preparationn smal-I hol-es were drilled into the

tooth structure and gold screws \^/ere placed into these holes.
Part of each screw \^/as left to project into the cavity pre-
paration. The filling material was then condensed into the

preparation and. around the screws. In l_889, Storer2 d."-

scribed a similar technique except that the screws v¡ere

made of "Bright-meta1", a name coined by storer to describe

the pure nickel he used instead of gold"

Failure of dentar amalEams under masticatory forces
led 8u113 ' 

4 '5 '6 to investigate the effect on certain physical
properties of amalgam when reinforcing agents \^reïe praced.

within dental amalgam restorations. sterling silver plate,
cut to the approximate outrine of the cavity preparation,
!üas embedded- in the amalgam restoration. He fel_t that this
would reduce the possibility of fracture of the amargram and



j-ncrease its transverse strength" ne performed transverse

strength tests on silver amargam with and without the

embedded sterring silver reinforcing plates. A 500 per cent

increase in transverse strength and an B0 per cent increase

in ultimate compressive strength was found ín the reinforced
samples" Flow or creep of the amalgam was reduced by 50

per cent" This technique did not become popurar because of
the time required to fabricate the silver plate and because

of the difficulty encountered in condensing amalgam with the

plate in place.

The use of stainless steel pins to retain large amalgam

restorations Ì,ras popularized. by MarkleyT in 1958. pins, mad.e

from threaded stainless-steel- wire, v¡ere cemented part-way

into hol-es previously drilled. in the dentin. Amalgam \^ras

then condensed around the protruding pins. Markl_ey postul_ated

that amalgam restorations placed in this manner were:

. as dj-fferent from ordinary amalgam as the
concrete in a sidewalk is different from the re-
inforced columns of a modern sky scraper, and bythe same principle.

Markley felt that amalgam lacked adequate shear strength, and

that the use of pins compensated for this deficiency" rn
later articl-esB'9 Markley suggested that the use of stainless
steel- wires in dental amalgam woul-d al-so increase the tensile
and torsional strength values of the filring material_.



lVrightl0 ínve.stigated the galvanic action which

occurred between silver amalgam and embedded stainless-
steer pins " He found that the elecÈromotive force gener-

ated between stainress steel and sirver amalgam ranged be-

tween 0.53 to 0.65 volts, depending upon the sil_ver content
of the amalgam" He felt that this compared favorably with
the electromotive force generated between high carat gold

and silver amalgam which developed a force of 0 " 70 volts.
since it was felt by the author that no purpal- or other
irritation resul-ted from the electromotive force developed

between a gold inlay and a silver amalgam restoration, an

amargam contaj-ning stainl-ess steel pins would not, constitute
a threat to the vitality of the t.ooth or surrounding struc-
tures. He al-so felt that the use of these pins woul-d

strengthen the amalgam restoration and render it l_ess sus-

ceptible to fracture.
several other investigatorsLr,12,L3,l4 have described

techniques utilizing stainless steer pins. These authors

have described the pin-reinforced amargam restoration as

capable of producing increased tensile strength .rrl,¡"=13,
and generally exhibit.ing better physical properties than

unreinforced amalgamlr'12 '13. No experimental- evidence was

available, however, to substantiate such cl_aims.

The effect of stainl-ess steel- pins on the microstruc-
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ture and the physical properties of dental_ amalgam was

examined by wingls in Lg65. He observed that the effect
of stainless steel pins was to reduce the compressive

strength of dental amalgam when t,ested at one hour and

twenty-four hour intervals after condensation" sirver pins

were also included in the study. The findings were similar
to those with stainless steel pins at the one hour test
period, but the decrease in strength using silver pins was

not as marl<ed at the twenty-four hour test period. He found

that fracture occurred through the pj-ns in the sir-ver pin-
reinforced specimens, whereas in the case of specimens with
stainl-ess steel pins, fracture occurred along the pins.

iaTing also described the presence of a characteristic
void around stainress steel- pins in amaÌgam specimens. He

explained this phenomenon as being caused by an accumulation

of mercury around the pins, which, as the setting reaction
proceeded, was drawn back into the amalgam. This coul-d

account for earlier fracture occurring in the specimens.

He felt, however, that the additional retention gained by

incorporating pins merited their use. He did suggest, how-

ever, that as few pins as possible should be used, and that
they should be short and well spaced.

Decrease in the twenty-four hour compressive strength
of dental amalgam which contained pins was arso noted by



coing. 16 He found that the ultimate compressive strength

was decreased wh-en more th-an one pin was placed in an amalgam

specimen. Later research by the same investígrtorl7 con-

firmed thís finding. A significant decrease in twenty-four

hour tensile strength was found when diametral- tensile tests
were conducted with the pins placed paral]el or diagonal to
the loading force. Later investigation by eoingfB ind.icated

that the earJ-y com.pressive strength of dental amalgam was

not affected by the inclusion of pins, when tests were con-

ducted at one-hal-f hour and two hours after condensation"
10Smith" placed amalgam restorations in extracted teeth

in which embedded stainless steel- pins were used as reten-
tion devices " Similar restorations, placed in extracted
teeth without the use of pins were used. as control-s. A com-

pressive l-oad, directed through a 0.5 inch diamet,er steel
ball to simulate cuspal contact, \,ras applied to the restora-
tion in the tooth" Results of this investigation reveal-ed

that the pin-retained amalgam fractured at 386 pounds pres-

sure, while the control specimens fractured at a mean road

of 449 pounds. Although this difference v/as not statis-
tically significant, he concluded that, where stainless
steel pins were used for purposes of retention, strengthen-

ing of the restoration was not evident and a trend towards

weakening \^ras apparent.
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charl-ick20 tested the compressive strength of amalgam

alloys which contained stainless steel, gold-platinum, or

gold-palladium pins " No difference in strength val-ues was

found when comparing specimens containing the three types of
pins. He al-so investigated the effect of varying the amaL-

giam specimen length and the influence of embedded short or

long pins on compressive strength. No difference in strength
was noted in the short samples, with either long or short
pins, when compared to the control- samples which contained

no pins. The long samples showed a statistically signifi-
cant increase in compressive sÈrength. charl-ick did not
believe this to be of clinical- significance.

2LlVhite-* attempted to increase the compressive and

tensile strengths of amalgam by ut,ilizíng stainless steel_

pins which were electroplated with gord or si-r-ver, however,

he f ound no advantage when using these mat.erial-s.

Cecconi rrrd Asgar22 reported the effect of pin l-oca-

tion on the tensil-e strength of dental amalgam. spherical
particle alloy was used in their study. Three types of pins

lvere used, serrated stainless-steel pins, copperplated

stainless-steel pins, and silver pins. vühen pin placement

was such that the long axis of the pin was perpendicular to
the tensil-e force, a decrease in tensile strength was found

with all three types of pin material-. stainl-ess steel_ and.
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copperpl-ated stainl-ess-stee1 pins produced a greater decrease

in strength than did the silver pins " With pin placement

parallel to the tensil-e force¡ rro difference in tensile

strength was found between the control specímens without

pins and those containing any of the three types of pin

material.

The possibility of reinforcing dental_ amalgam with var-

ious types of fibers was investigated- by peter".rr23 in 1968.

He found no increase in strength with the use of glass,

silverplated or steel fibers " All of the fibers, when used

in small quantities, tended to increase the flow of the

amalgam specimens "

!{elk and ¡il-ts24 investigated the influence of pins on

the compressive and transverse strength of dental amalgam.

smooth and serrated stainless-steel pins were used in their

study. They found that both compressive and transverse

strength val-ues were reduced when pins were placed_ in the

amalgam. There was no evidence of a proportionate decrease

in strength varue when the number of pins was increased.

Three techniques for providing pin retention are cur-

rently in vogue, using commercially a-vailabre stainl-ess

steel pins. The cemented pin technique, advocated by

Markley ,7 ' B '9 requires preparation of a pinhole that is

0.001- to 0.002 inches larger in diamet,er than the pin. The



serrated stainl-ess-steel pin i.s cemented into the hote with
ztnc phr-osplr-at,e cement.

The friction l-ock technique, described by GoIst.in,25
depends on the elasticity of the dentín for retentj-on" A

hole is prepared 0.001 inches smal-Ier in diameter than the

pin and the pin is driven into the hole with a hol-der and

mallet. The material used for this technique is smooth

stainl-ess-stee1"
16Going*" described a third method for pin retention

which also utilizes a pín that is larger than the hole. A

threaded pin, 0.031 inches in diameter, is screwed inÈo a

0.027 inch diameter hore" This procedure is also described

as the self-threading pin technique.

The retentive properties of the three types of pins in
tooth structure \^¡ere studied by WeIJc, Dilts and Stowatt26 ín
L968. The cemented pins proved to offer the least resistance
to withdrawal, the friction tock pins required. more force,
and the self-threading pins \üere the most retentive. The

force required to remove al-I types of pins increased as the

depth of the pinhole increased from one to four milrimeters.
Self-threading pins, however, fractured at a depth of four
mil-l-imeters.

The retentive properties of the three types of pins in
dental amalgam \^/ere investigated by V/elk and Dilts.24 ,h"
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serrated stainless-steel pins and the self-threading pins

fracLured when attempts were mad-e to withdraw them from a

depth of more than two millimeters " The smooth stainless-

steel pin used with the friction lock technique proved to

be the least retentive"

Investigation by Moffa, Rozzano, and ooyIe27 confirmed

the resul-ts of WeIk and Di1ts.24 rh.y concluded that the

optimal depth of pin embedment in amalgam was two milIi-

meters, when using either threaded stainless-steel or self-
threading pins "
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ft has been suggested- that the use of stainl_ess-steel
pins to enhance the retention of large amalgam restorations
might adversely affect the mechanical properties of amalgam,

possibly due to the absence of an intimate bond between pins
of such composition and amal-gam.

such a condition courd. read to the failure of the
restorative material- and jeopardize the tooth in which it
has been placed"

rnconsistent resul-ts reported by previous authors i_n-

dicated a need for further investigation, in vitro, into the
phenomena associated with the effect of such pins on some

mechanicar properties of dental amalgam, and to determine

what effect a pin of such a composition capable of fusing
with amalgam woul-d have on these properties.
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I. SELECTION OF MATERIÄLS

Three commercially availajcle sirver arloys \¡/ere used

in the present study" They \¡/ere selected to be representa-
tive of the types of alloys commonly used by dental practi-
tioners " The three alloys \,vere:

1. A conventionar alloy (20t]n century fine grai.n arloy).
This alloy is manufactured. by conventional metlrods,

whereby filings are cut from a cast ingot. The fine
grained alloy is recommend.ed. for use in the minimal_

mercury technique described by Er*"="28

2 " A dispersion phase alloy (oispersarloy spherical
**400). rnness and youdel-is29 described- an experi-

mental- alloy which was composed of reg,ular al1oy

filings to which were added filings of a eutectic
al]oy of silver and copper. The eutectic arloy acted

as a dispersion strengthening ag'ent. The ratio of
eutectic to silver alloy was one part eutectic to two

parts al]oy. For manufacturing reasons, the commer-

cial product is produced by usíng spheralized dis-
persion particles instead of filings.

L. D. Caul_k Co., MiIford, De1.

Western Metallurgical Co" Ltd", Edmonton, AIta.**
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3" A spherical particr-e arroy (spheralroy).* This type
of alloy came into prominence for-rowing Demaree and

Taylor's30 report of an amalgam rnade from spherical
particle a110y produced by a process described by
probst et -131 ir, Ì96I.

Three types of pins were used throughout. the present
investigation:

l- " Serrated stainless-steel- pins o 
oo 

0 .022 inches in
diameter" This materiar has been commonry used in
the cemented pin technique advocated by markley.7

2 " Smooth stainl_ess-steel pins, *o* 
o .022 inches in

diameter" This materiar represents the pins used

in the friction l_ocl< technique described by

Gotdstei n.25

3. Pl-atinum-gold-palladium pinsro*o* electroplated with
sterling silver. Several_ investigatorsl-5,27,27 have

attempted to use pin materials which fuse with si_r_ver

amalgam in order to red.uce the dereterious effects of

* Kerr Manufacturing Co", Detroit, Mich.
** I¡üil-riams Gold Refining co. of canada Ltd., Fort Erie
tÉ** I{" C. Smith & Co., Monmouth, Great Britain
** ** J. F. Je l_enco & Co. , Inc. , Nevtr Rochel_l-e , N . y.
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stainless steel on th_e physical properties of the

amalgiam. When sílver pins were used, it was found

that fracture occurred through the pin itsel_f, which

might render such a pin inadequate as a mechanism

for retention. Stainl_ess steel and ordinary steel_

pins, electroplated wiÈh goId, silver or copper,

vrere al-so tried in an attempt to create fusion of the

pin with the silver amalgam. It was found, however,

that no benefícia1 effect accrued from their use.

An extremely accurate electroplating apparatus, shown

in Figures I and 2, \^i as used in an attempt to silverplate
stainl-ess steel and ordinary steel wires. rt was found that
a very poor bond existed between the base wire and the el_ec-

troplated layer, and the prated surface cour-d be stripped
off the wire with moderate finger pressure. This occurred

regardress of the plating current which varied from 2 mirli-
amperes to 25 milliamperes"

An atLempt was then made to copperplate ordinary steel
wire and to subsequentry cover the copper with an el-ectro-
plated layer of sterring silver. Atthough an excellent bond

was formed. between the silver and the coÞper, large voids

stil-l existed between the copper layer and the base wire,
as shown in Figure 3. Formation of oxides on the surface of
the steel- wire could account for the rack of close adapta-



Figure 1" Constant current electroplatíng
apparatus

a)
b)
c)

d)

milliammeter
individual ci-rcuit controls
station selecter for
monitoring current in
individual circuits
electroplati-ng bath
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Figure 2 " ElectroJ_yte bath of el_ectroplating
apparatus.

a) KCn solution
b) P"c"P. wires
c) individual el_ectrode l_eads
d) colnmon sterling silver anode
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tion of the copper during the plating procedure.

Fail-ure of other investigators to find improvement in
the. strength val-ues of amalgarns containing surface plated
pins coui-d likewise be explained by the inadequate bond

between the reactive surface of the pin and the base metal_

core, rather than to a lack of fusíon of the amargam to the
surface layer of the pin"

To overcome the problem of oxide formation, a noble
metal wi-re composed of pratinum-gold-palladium v/as sel_ected"

The wire was electroplated with sterling silvero using an

electrolyte of potassium cyanide with a plating current of
fifteen milliamperes " The electroprating apparatus vras so

designed that the current to each wi-re could be regulated
independently and maintained at a constant frow. rt was

found that. a plating tirne of eight minutes was required to
deposit a layer of sterling sirver 0.0005 inches thick"
The diameter of the base wire of platinum-gold-palladium
used for the investigation was 0.022 inches i_n diameter.
Thus a plated wire was produced with a total diameter of
0 "023 inches. Figure 4 itrustrates the intimate adaptation
of the plated material_ to the base wire.

The three types of pins used in this study are
illustrated in Figure 5.



Figure 3 "

Figure 4 
"

Photomicrograph of
copper and silver
x 160)

a) steel pin
b) copper plating
c) silver plating
d) void

steel wire plated with
(original magni-f ication

Photomicrograph of platinum-goId-pa11ad.ium
wire plated with sterling silver (original
magnification x 160)

a) P"c.P. wire
b) sterling silver plate
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Figure 5 " Three types of pins used in the
investigation

a) serrated stainless steel pins
b) electroplated P.G"p" pins
c) smooth stainless steel pins
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II. SELECTION OF PTIYSICAL TESTS

several tests \,vere chosen to evaluate the effect of
pins on the physical properties of clental amalgam, and to
determine if the sil-ver-coated pin would influence the
properties differently than would the stainl-ess steel_ mat-

erials.

The ultimate compressive strength of dental amargam

has long been used as a criterion f or am.aIg,am strength.
ehillips32 and Tayror et rl-33 \^/ere among those who investi-
gated the compressive strength of silver amalgam at various
time interval-s ranging between fifteen minutes and six
months after the compl-etion of condensation. They found

that amalgam continued to increase in strength over a six
month period" Because of the long interval_ of time neces-

sary for amalgam to achieve its final- strength, one hour
and twenty-four hour intervars v/ere selected to obtain early
setting strength and final strength values recogni zing that
the twenty-four val-ue was found to be between 86 per cent to
96 per cent of the final strength.32,33

Granath,34'35 using photoelastic stress analysis,
demonstrated that tensire stress might be a leading cause

of amalgam failure. His studies have shown that the forces
g:enerated by occlusal contact are not of sufficient magni-

tude to cause compressive faj-r-ure of sirver amalgam, however,
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tensil-e stresses, induced during occrusal- contact, may be of
sufficient magnitude to exceed the low tensile strength of
the material. Because tensile forces can occur in two basic
directions in reration to pins placed ín denÈar amalgam,

tensil-e strength tests v/ere conducLed with the long axis of
the pins perpendicular to the tensil-e force, and again with
the long axis of the pins placed paralle] to th. tensile
force.

The resistance to withorawal- of pins from amalgam is
important for measuring the bond achieved between the sur-
face of the pin and the amalgam maLrix. withdrawar tests
h/ere performed using each type of pin with each type of
amalgam- These \iúere conducted twenty-four hours after the
compl-etion of condensation.

ULTIMATE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

The mould used to prepare the specimens for compres-

sive strength testing is shown in Figure 6 " The cylind.rical
mould rneasured 0 .750 inches in length " The center hole was

bored the complete length of the moul-d and measured 0.r98

inches in diameter to yíeld a specimen with a cross sectional-

area of 0.0308 square inches. Four prungers were constructed

0.1-96 inches in diameter to fit into the amalgam mould. one

plunger had a smooth face , for condensing samples without pins.



Figure 6 " Disassembled
plunger 

"

a) mould
b) base
c) plunger
d) hol-e for

specimen mou1d, base, and

small end of plunger
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Each of the otkrer plungers were tapped i^¡ith one, two or
four hol-es 0.024 inches in diamete.r in order that pins
could be placed in them and herd securely whire the amargam

was being condensed around them" The pins were cut m.anuarly

to a length of 0.2960 inches (s = 0.0020 inches) and the ends

finished perpendicular to the J-ong axis of the pin" Tabl_e r
illustrates the length of specimen produced by the use of
each of the f our plungers, and the resul-tant length of the
pin embedded in the amargam sample. Figure 7 demonstrates
pin location with each of the plungers used in this study"
For the one pin plungêT, a hole was tappecl in the center of
the plunger" The holes in the two-pin plunger \^zere tapped

one millimeter from the edge of the prunger on a l_ine pass-
ing through the geometric center of the top of the plunger.
The holes in the four-pin plunger \^rere tapped simirarry,
with the additional- two hores placed on a rine at right
angles to a l-ine connecting the other two pín holes.

Preparation of Specimens

conventional sil-ver Amargam. The alloy used was a fine
grain alloy containing ztnc, supplied in pellet form. The

weight of each pelletr âs stated by the manufacturer, \,vas

six grains (0.3894 grams) . Howeverr or checking the weight
of the pellets it was found that the Èrue weight of each



TABLE I
THE EFFECT OF THE VARTOUS PLUNGERS ON SPECIMEN

LENGTH OF PTNS EMBEDDED THERETN

PLUNGER

Control (no pins)

PL{TNGER
LENGTH
(inches )

Pin

Pin

Pin

0.507

0.510

0.509

0"514

SPECfMEN
LENGTH

(inches )

LENGTH, AND THE

0.243

0 "240

0 "24I

0.236

PI\] HOLE
DEPTH

(inches )

0 " 1655

0"1617

0.1591

PIN LENGTH
IN AMALGAM

( inches )

0.1303

0 " 1341

0 "r4r7

N)
È



Figure 7 " Compressive strength specimen assembly

a) assembled moul-d
b) conLro] plunger (no pins
c) one pin plunger with plated. pin
d) two pin plunger with serrated stainless

steel pins
e) four pin plunqer with smooth stainless

steel pins
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pell-et \^ias 0.3883 grams (s: 0"0025 grams).

Mercury, which meets the American Dental Association
specification, \iras proportioned using a caul-k Mercury

dispenser with an trE11 plunger" The plunger, illustrated in
Figure B, was claimed by the manufacturer to del-iver a spill
of mercury weighing six grains (0"3894 grams). By actual
measurement, the average weight of a spi]l was found to be

0.3496 grams (s = 0-0014 grams). This combination produced

.a mix containing 50.40 per cent mercury by weight, rather
than 50 per centr âs stated by the manufacturer.

Alloy and mercury were triturated in a plastic capsule
containing a metal pestlen r=íng a mechanical amalgamator. 

o

A trituration time of twenty seconds v/as used, folrowed by

a five second muIl with the pestre removed from the capsule"
This is a commonly accepted technique for trituration of
amalgam when using the minimal mercury technique as described
by Eames.28 rhe mixing and mur]ing times v/ere herd constant
regardless of the size of the mix. The amalgamator and cap-
sul-e used are shown in Figure B"

The assembl-ed mourd with the appropriate plunger was

placed in a device designed to ensure constant cond.ensat,Íon

pressure of the. amalgam. The design of the apoaratus \^/as

Crescent Dental Mfg. Co., Chicago, Il1inois
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modified from similar equipment described by Holl-enba.k.36

Basker and tr¡/il-sorr37 have shown that crinically, the average

thrust of an amalgam condenser i-s r"3 kilograms, sright.ry
less than three pounds. Eames29t38 arso suggested a con-

densing thrust of three pounds when using the minimar mer-

cury technique. The apparatus was adjusted so that three
pounds of thrust on the mould was necessary to activate the
lever action. The apparatus is shown in Figure g 

"

Depending on the prunger serected, the correct number

of plated, serrated or smooth stainress-steel pins vüere

placed into the tapped hor-es prior to the commencement of
trituration.

A two-pel-let mix of amargam was prepared_ as described
previously and placed on a washed rubber dam for ease of
handling" using an Ash 5 x L* amalgam carrier as shown in
Figure 10, the mix was divided- into three incrernents u each

of which consisted of two carrier roads. Each portion was

condensed with a round. smooth-faced condenser 0.043 inches
in diameter (nigure I0) by applying thirty strokes with
three pounds pressure. Mercury, which was brought Èo the
surface during condensation, rvas removed following the con-
densation of the second and third increments. A single-

Claudius Ash, Sons & Co. Ltd., London, England



Fi-gure 9" Constant pressure condensing apparatus.

a) mould in place
b) hand rest
c) fulcrum
d) weight
e) small- bal-ance weights
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Figure t0 " Amalgam carrier and condensers used in
the study"

a) amalgam carrier
b) 0"043 j-nch diameter cond.enser
c) 0"068 ínch diameter condenser
d) 0 " 101- inch diameter condenser
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Fig. 10
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pellet mix of amargam was then made and divided into three
portions, each of whiqh consisted of one carrier load. The

first two increments were condensed with a round, smooth-

faced condenser 0.068 inches in diameter. The same pressure
and number of strokes v/ere used as previously described"
This procedure compretery fil-Led the mould. The final_ in-
crement was added to overfill_ the moul_d and condensed with
a slightly larger round, smooth-faced instrument 0.I0I inches
in diameter" After trimming the amalgam with a razor blade
frush with the top of the mould, the specimen was ejected
from the moul-d and. stored for the required length of time
before testing.

Ten sets, each containing at l-east six specimens,

were prepared for testing after one hour, and. an additional-
ten sets \ivere prepared for test,ing after twenty-four hours 

"

The interval- of time at which tests v/ere conducted was com-

puted from the time cond.ensation of a specimen vì/as completed.
One set in each group of ten contained no pins. and

acted as a control" The remaining sets of specimens con-
tained either one, two or four of one of the three types of
materials investigated in the study. A total of one hundred
and thirty-two specimens were prepared.

Dispersion Strengthened Amalgam. Dispersion strengthened
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atloy, cont,aining ztnc, \^/as used in pellet form. The manu-

facturer's stat.ed weight for each pelret was six grains
(0"3894 grams) . I,üeighing of a rand.om sample of pellets,
however, showed the acLual weight of each peÌlet was 0.3959

gr.ams (s = 0"0028 grams) . rnitiarry the amalgam mix was

made using the trErr plunger in the caulk dispenser" The re-
sul-tant amalgam contained 49.9r per cent mercury by weight.
rnconsistent compressive strength values were found when

specimens were tested with this proportion of mercury and

a]Ioy. subsequent amalgam mixes were proportioned using the
¡rDrr plunger in the mercury dispenser. rt was found that this
prunger dispensed 0"4053 grams (s = 0"0037 grams) " This
yielded an amalgam with a mercury content of 50.59 per cent
by weíght"

Trituration and condensation of the amalgam was accom-

prished by the same method as described previously with the
exception that a round., smooth-faced cond.enser, 0.068 inches
in diameter, was substituted for the 0.043 inch diameter con-
denser used with the conventional- amalgam. This was neces-
sary because of the increased prasticity of the mix, which
permitted the 0"043 inch condenser to penetrate the amalganr

rather than condense it"
Ten sets of specimens were

period similar to that described

prepared for each test
previously for conventional-
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amalgam- A total of one hundred and twenty specimens \^/ere

prepared and teste.d 
"

spherical Particle Amargam. The spherical particle a]1oy,
supplied in pellet form, was proportioned using the device
supplied by the manufacturer il-l-ustrated in Figure l_1. The

proportioner \À/as set to deliver a mercury spill of 0 " 300

grams o but the actual weight of the mercury spill was 0.2ggg
gframs (s = 0"0005 grams) . According to the manufacturer,s
statement, each pelIet weighed 0"300 grams. The true weight
of each pellet was found to be o"2ggg grams (s = 0.0020 grams)

The result.ant amalgam mix had a mercury content of 49.g2 per
cent by weight"

The alloy and mercury were triturated as previously
described" The capsule and pestle used for trituration was

the one recommended by the manufacturer for this aI1oy
(l'igure 11) .

condensation and finishing of the specimens lras accom-

plished using the same method. described for the dispersion
phase al1oy. Because of the smalrer size of this mix, onry
two increments could be obÈained from a two-perret mix.
Therefore, the second mix was a]so made with two pellets
and the third large increment was taken from this mix. Ten

sets of specimens were prepared. for each test period in the



Figure 11 Spherical particle alloy and mercury
dispenser with capsule for trituration.
a) mercury reservoir
b) alloy reservoj-r
c) variable mercury control
d) capsule and pestle
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manner described for the other aì-10ys in the study. A
totar of one hundred and thirty-two specimens \,úere prepared
for testing"

Method of Testing

compressive strength tests v/ere performed using a
Riehre universar- screw power Testing Machine, moder_ number

*FS-5 shown in Figure L2"

The control samples, which did not contain pins, were
placed on the rower bearing prate of the machine" Because
it was not possibr-e to surface plane the ends of most speci_
mens because of the presence of pins, a smal_l square of
moistened blotting paper was interposed between the specj-men
and the metar- bearing surface to distri-bute the pressure
equally over the surface area of the bottom of the specimen

(rigure t3) "

To align the hores in the blotter rvíth the pins pro-
truding from the specimen, smarl rubber stamps v/ere made
from self-curing rubber base impression material. The sur-
face of the two-pin and four-pin plungers \^/ere impressed
with the impression material, which served as a rubber stamp

* Riehl-e Testing Machine Division, American Machine and
Metals, Inc. East Moline, Il1inois



Figure 12. Riehle uni-versal screw type testing
machine "
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Figure 13. Specimen in position for compressive
testing "

a) bearing heads of testing machine
b) blotting paper
c) specimen
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to mark the l-ocation of th-e pins on the brotter. Holes were

punched with a rubber-dam punch.

rn order that the specimens with pins courd be accom-

modated for testi^g, it was necessary to machine special
lower bearing plates capabre of accepting specimens with
pins protruding from them. such an arrangement simurates
the clinica] use of pins in amalgam restorations. The

assembly for testing is itl_usÈrated in Figure L4.

Tests were performed one hour after the completion of
condensation with a variability of fifteen seconds. Twenty-

four hour tests were made within fifteen minutes of the
twenty-four hour period. For alr tests, a cross-head speed

of 0"022 inches per minute was used.

Three samples from each set of specimens \^rere retained
after compressive testing, f.or residual mercury determina-
tion, to ensure standardization of specimen preparation.
The method used for the determination was that described by

crawford and Lars€ï1r 39 and the apparatus used is shown in
Figure 15 " A total of r92 residual mercury determinations
were performed on the compressive strength specimens.

ULTTMATE TENS]LE STRENGTH

specimens with pins positioned perpendicurar to the
Tensile Force"



Figure L4- Apparatus and materiars used. for compressivestrength testing of specimens

a)
b)
c)
d.)
e)

rubber dam punch
base for one pin and two pin specimensbase for four pin specimeãs
rubber stamps for markíng blottersblotters with holes marked and punched_
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Figure 15. Residual mercury determination apparatus.

a) electronic temperature control
b) therrnocouple
c) nitrog'en tank
d) transformer
e) furnace
f) PYrex tube
g) ai-r and mercury vapor trap
h) suction devi-ce for air evacuation
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sets of specimens of each of the three sil-ver arloys
r^/ere prepared f or testíng at. one hour and twenty-f our hours.
one set of samples, without pins, acted as a contror" Each

of the other sets contained one or two of one of the three
types of pin materiars. The specimens were prepared using
the same methods and material-s as described in the prepara-
ti-on of specimens for compressive testing. A totar- of two

hundred and fifty-two Specimens \^/ere prepared.
The diarnetral or splitting tensile test, described by

^40Asgar, - \^¡as adopted for use in this study. The cylindrícaI
specimens were laid on their side between the bearing heads

of the Ri-ehle Testing Machine, as shown in Figure l.6. A

compressive force was applied to the specÍmen using a head

speed of 0.022 inches per minute until failure of the speci-
nìen occurred. The tensil-e strength of the material- was cal__

culated from the formula:

'Trld

2P

lVhere:

m_a-

D

splitting tensile strength, in pounds

maximum applied 1oad, indicated by the
in pounds.

per square inch.

testing machine



Figure 16 " Diametral tensil_e test

a) bearing heads of testíng machine
b) specimen in position
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I - length of the spe.cimen irr irLcl:-es.

d - diameter of the specimen i:r inches.

Figure 17 demonstrates the area and direction of
tensil-e stress occurring within the specimen when the dia-
metral- Lensile test is applied.

Prior to testing, the edges of each specimen vrere

smoothed with a hand fil-e to provide even contact between

the specimen and the bearing plates of the testing machine.

fn order to ensure that pins were directly in the

area of tensile stress generated within the sample, the two-
pin samples were placed so that an imaginary line connecting

the two pins was at right angles to the bearing surfaces of
the testing device, Figure rB demonstrates the position of
the two pin specimens between the heads of the testing appa-

ratus.

Three specimens from each set were retained after ten-
sil-e testj-ng, for residual mercury determination. one hund-

red and twenty-six determinations were rnade.

Specimens With pins positioned parall_el t.o the

Tensil-e Force.

The mourd used to produce speci-mens for this test was

the same as that described for the previous two tests.
There were, however, sright modifications in order that the



Fi-gure 17 " stress distribution in diametral tensile
test.

a) bearing heads of testing machine
b) specim-en in position
c) area of tensile st::ess
d) direction of tensile stress
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Figure 18. Placement of two-pin specimens
tensile test"

a) bearing heads of machine
b) specimen in position
c) pins

for diametral
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pins could be aligned properly. The prunger without hores
was the only one used in the mould. The top of the moul_d

was marked with a tine to permit visuar alignment of the
pins within the specimen.

The pins, which measured 0.1764 inches in length
(s = 0-00005), \^/ere placed in the amalgam specimen so that
the long axis of the pin was at right angles to the long
axi-s of the specimen. The direction of the pin was deter-
mined by visually arigning the pin with the line scribed on

the top of the mould (figure 19).

ïn the one-pin specimens, pins were positioned after
the second increment of amalgam hacl been condensed in the
mould. The pin was placed in its correct position with
smar] tweezers and tamped into the amalgam using the 0.101
inch diameter condenser. The remainder of the mould. was

fil-led with amargam and finished as described previousry.
Prior to ejecting the specimen from the mouJ-d, a rine was

scribed on the specimen to facilitate orientation of the
pinsr âs shown in Figure 20.

The two-pin specimens were prepared in the same manner
with the exception that a pin was praced after condensation
of both first and third increments of amalgam.

Preparation of the three-pin specimens v/as accomprished
similarly except that a pi-n was pÌaced after condensation of



Figure 19 " Modification of mould for horizontal
tensile test showing pin placement.

a) lj_ne scribed on surface of mouldb) pin alligned

Figure 20. Finished horizontal- tensile test specimen

a) line on mould
b) li-ne on specimen placed with felt pen
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the first, second and third increments of amalgam

TIre results obtained from the conÈrol_ specimens for
the previous tensil-e tests rvere used as control values for
this portion of the investigation.

Nine sets, consisting of a minimum of six specimens
each' were prepared for testing after one hour for each type
of aIloy. A simir-ar number of sets was prepared for the
twenty-four hour test period. The three types of pins,
previousry described, \^¡ere used for this investigation. A

total of three hundred and twenty-four specimens v/ere pre-
pared for diametral tensil_e testinE.

Prior to testing, the edges of each specimen \^/ere

finished as previousÌy described. To ensure that the pins
were parallel to the tensile force during l0adíng, the line
drawn on the end of the specimen was arigned to be paralrel
with the bearing heads of the testing machine (figure 2I) .

Three specimens were retained from each set after test-
itg, for residual mercury analysis. A total_ of one hundred
and sixty-two analysis v/ere made.

RESTSTANCE TO VüITHDRAWAL OF PTNS FROM AMALGAM

The mould used

tion of the study was

described. The mould

to prepare the specimens for this por_

similar in design to that previously
\,vas reduced in 1ength from 0.750 inches



Figure 2r. Horizontal tensire test specimen in placefor testing.

a) loading head.s
b) specimen
c) line placed parallel to head of machine
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to 0.608 inches" I¡üith the one-pin prunger in positionr â'
amalgam specimen 0.098 inches in rength rvas produced.
conventionar amargam. with the mourd in posiLion on the
constant pressure condensing apparatus, a long pin one and
one-half inches in rength was placed in the hole of the one_
pin plunger. This al-l-owed some of the pin to protrude above
the top of the mou]d. A two-pe]ret mix of conventionar_ sir--
ver amalgam was prepared as previously described. Tncrements,
each consisting of two carrier r-oads of amalgam, vvere con-
densed using the 0.043 inch condenser. The number of strokes
and the pressure used were the same as described. earr-ier.
Two increments of amalgam were sufficient to firr the mour_d.

A single carrier road of amalgam was then condensed using the
0-l-01 inch condenser and. the excess was carved. a\^iay with a

sharp razor brade. Each of the sets, consisting of six speci_
mens' contained one of the three types of pin material. A
condensed specimen stirr in the mourd is shown in Figure 22.

Dispersion-strengthened and spherical-particle amalgam
specimens were prepared in a r-ike man'er except that the
first two increments were condensed using a 0.068 inch diame_
ter condenser. A totar- of fifty-four specimens were prepared
for testing.

Twenty-four hours after the completion of condensation,
the specimens were pr-aced in a speciarly designed set of grips



Figure 22 " specimen prepared for testing resistance
to withdrawal of pins from amalgam.

a) moul-d
b) amalgiam specimen
c) Pin



Fig. 22
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sho\^zn in Figure 23" The protrudi.ng wire was first placed in
the upper grip and the chuck was tightened. Th-e r-ower grip
v/as then suspended from th-e amalgam sampre and alrowed to
find its own plumb- The testing machine was activated at a

head speed of 0 "022 inches per minute until_ a maximum strength
varue was reached. The var-ue for each test was recorded as a
tensile load, in pounds.

Throughout the entire investigation, the sir_ver alroy
used for each portion of the study was drawn from a singre
batch of aÌ1oy from each manufacturer. Different batches of
each type of alloy \^/ere used for compressive and tensile test_
ing"



Figure 23 " Grips used for pin withdrav¿al_
tests with specimen in p1ace.

a)
b)
c)

upper grip
specimen in place
lower grip suspended from
specimen



Fig.23
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REACTTON BETWEEN PLATED PINS AND AMALGAM

Photomicrographs of serrated and smooth stainl_ess-

steel pins, embedded in amargam, are shown in Figures 24 and

25. A void of considerable magnitude can be seen to exist
at the i-nterface of the pin and the amalgam matrix.

An electroplated platinum-goId-parladium pin, embedded

in amalgam, is shown in Figure 26 " Microscopicallyo it ap-

pears that there is a metal-lurgical union between the amal-

gam and the surface plated pin. An electron photomicrograph,

shown in Figure 27, reveals the bond achieved between the

platinum-gold-palladium pin and the el-ectro-deposited ster-
ling silver, as well as the j-nterface between the sterling
sil-ver and the amalgam matrix.

ULTTMATE COIVIPRESSIVE STRENGTH

The residual mercury concentration of the specimens

tested \^/ere found to range between 43.6 per cent and 47.8

per cent f or al-l- alloys. A covariance analysis, designecl

for correction of the compressive strength values for the
percentage of mercury, produced a pooled regression coef-
ficient of 12.49 + 146.2. This revealed an absence of any

relationship between compressive strength and. residual_ mer-

cury concentration, within the rangie of residual_ mercury

concentration in this study. correction of the compressive

strength for mercury content was therefore unwarranted.



Figure 24

Figure 25.

Photomicrograph of a serrated stainless
steel pin embedded in amalgam (oríginal
magnifícation x 160)

a) serrated- stainl-ess steel pin
b) reacted silver amalgam
c) void at interface of pin and amalgam

Photomicrograph of a smooth stainless
steel pin embedded in amal_gam (original
magnification x f60)

a) smooth stainless steel pin
b) reacted silver amalgam
c) void at interface of pin and amalgam
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Figure 26. Photomicrograph of electroplated platinum-
gold-palladium pin embedded in amalgam.
[original magnification x 160)

a) P.G.P" pin
b) electropl-ated sterling silver
c) reacted silver amalgam
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Figure 27. El-ectron photomicrograph of electroplated
platinum-gold-pal]adium pín embed-ded in
amalgam (original magnification x 22,000)

a) P.c.P. pin
b) electrodeposited sterling

interface
c) sterling sil-ver - amalgarn

silver--pin

interface
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Th-e mean varues for all combinations of pins and arloys,
tested at one hour, are shrown in Tabre rr. The mean var_ues
for al-l combination of pins, irrespective of alIoy are shown
in tlre last co]umn.

Analysis of the results was obtained by utiri zíng an
analysis of variance, forlowed by a Duncan's Murtiple Rang,e

Test.

A bar graph, shown i.n Figure 28, ir_rustrates the
effect of the three pin materiars on the one-hour compressive
strength of amalgam, irrespective of alroy type. The statis_
tical analysis of the values in the bar graph is shown in
Tabl-e IïI 

"

The influence of pins on the one-hour compressive
strength of conventional, dispersion phase and spherical
particle alIoy is irrustrated graphically in Figures 29 to
31 respectively. The corresponding statisticar analysis are
shown in Tabl_es IV to VI.

A similar analysis
from tests on twenty-four
tables are illustrated in
xr.

\^ras conducted on the values obtained
hour specimens " Similar graphs and

Figures 32 to 35 and Tables VII to

Decreased compressive strength values were observed
when results of specimens containing arl types and number of
pins lvere compared to the resu]ts of contror- specimens. rn-
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creasing the number of pins in the specimens caused a corre-
sponding decrease in the compressive strength, except with
the use of serrated. stainl-ess-stee1 pins. rn this instance,
specimens containing one or two serrated stainl_ess-stee1 pins
showed a trend similar to those containing smooth stainl_ess-
steel and plated platinum-gotd-pallaclium pins " specimens

containing four serrated. stai-nl-ess-stee1 pins, however, dem-

onstratecl a significant increase in strength when compared

to the two-pin specimens, except in the cô_se of the disper-
sion phase alloy shown in Figure 34"



THE EFFECT OF
COMPRESSIVE

PTN

Type and No"

Control- (no pin)

lSS

VARTOUS PIN I\,IATERTALS ON THE ONE IIOUR
STRENGTH OF TTiREE DENTAL AMALGAMS

P

SSS

ce

P

SSS

SS

P

SSS

TABLE TT

Conventional

ULTIIUATE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTFI
(P.S"I. x 1000)

ALLOY

19 .07

1B " 70

78 "27

IB .32

IB .25

16.95

18.06

19 .40

16 "64

L7 "65

Dispersion

SS
P
SSS

2L.64

20"68

20 " 9t_

22"23

18.41

19"95

19.50

20 "25

19 " 4t

I8"97

Serrated Stainless Steel
Smooth Pl-ated p 

" c. p.
Smooth Stainl-ess Steel-

Spherical

23"20

23"32

22"16

22"4I

20 "54

2I"95

2I"40

2I"26

20 . lt-

20 "07

Mean

2I"24

20 "90

20"45

20 "99

19.07

L9 "62

19 " 65

20.31

18"82

18. 96

Ol
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Figure 28. The effect of pins on the one hour
compressive strength of amalg'am,
irrespective of atloy type

TABLE TIT" DUNCAN¡S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
ILLUSTRATED TN FTGURE 28
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Figure 29. The effect. of pins on the one hour
compressive strength of amalgam made
usíng conventional alloy

TABLE IV. DI.]I\CANIS MULT]PLE RA,NGE TEST OF RESULTS
ILLUSTRATED fN FIGURE 29
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TABLE IV

1-SS 1SSS l-P 2-SS

NS*:k*
NS NS NS NS

NS NS NS

NS NS

NS

Serrated Stainless Steel-

Smooth Stainless Steel
Plated
Control (no pin)
P <.05
P <.01

2SSS 4SSS 2-P
rk l<* ?k*

* *?k ?k*

NS NS **
NS NS **
NS NS 'É*

NS NS '(*
NS*
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4-P
*)k 4-SS

'ktr NOPN

?k* 1-SS
:k* 1SSS

..)k?k l-P
** 2-SS
** 2SSS
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Figure 30. The effect of pins on the one hour
compressive strength of amalgam madeusing dispersion strengtheneã alloy

TABLE V. DU\TCANIS MULTIPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
ILLUSTRATED TN F]GURE 30
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TABLE V
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Fígure 31" The effect of pins on the one hour
compressive strength of amalgam made
using spherical particle alloy

TABLE Vf. DI]I$CAN'S MULTTPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
ILLUSTRÄ,TED TN FTGURE 31
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TABLE VTT

THE EFFECT OF VARTOUS PTN MATER]ALS
HOUR COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF THREE

PIN

Type and No"

Control (no pin)

ULTIIqÄ,TE COMPR.ESSTVE STRENGTH(p"s"r" x tooo)

ALLOY

Conventional Dispersíon Spherical

ce

P

SSS

SS

P

SSS

qq

P

SSS

2

5s " 63

52.7I

50"35

52 "95

48"63

51.53

51" 51

51.83

50"46

49 " 0B

ON THE TI^TENTY-FOUR
DENTAL AMALGAMS

SS
P
SSS

62.0I

59 "12

57 "52

62"47

54"13

55 " 9B

58 "52

52 " BB

4B " 55

53.87

Serrated Staintess Steel
Smooth plated p"c.p"
Smooth Stainl_ess Steel

56 " 53

53"92

52"88

55 " 60

51. B1

53"65

53 " B7

54 "64

5I"2I

51.87

Mean

57 "27

55 " 25

53.55

s7.01

51"51

53.73

54"63

53.12

50 " 07

51" 61

o\
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Figure 32

TABLE VIIT"

The effect of pins on the twenty-four
hour compressive strength of amalgam,
irrespective of alIoy type

DUNCANIS MULTIPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
ILLUSTRATED TN FTGURE 32
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TABLE VTÏI
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Figure 33. The effect of pins on the trnzenty_fourhour compressive sÈrength of amãl_gam
made using conventional a1loy

TABLE IX. DIJI\TCAN¡S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST
ÏLLUSTRÀTED IN FTGURE 33

OF RESULTS
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TABLE IX

2SSS 4-P l-P
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4SSS 2-SS
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* - P <.05
** P <.01
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Figure 34. The effect of píns on the twenty-four
hour compressive strength of amálgam
made using dispersion strengthened_
a11oy

TABLE X. DI.INCANIS MULTIPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
]LLUSTRATED TN FTGURE 34
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TABLE X
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Figure 35. The effect of pins on the twenty-four
h-our compressive strength of amalgam
made usíng spherícaI partíc1e alloy

TABLE XI " DT]IVCAN ' S MULTIPLE RÄNGE TEST OF RESULTS
ILLUSTRATED TN FTGURE 35
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* - P <.05
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ULTI}{ATE TENSTLE STRENGTH

PINS POSTITIONED PERPENDTCULAR TO TTTE TENSTLE FORCE

The mercury content of the specimens tested ra,nged

from 43-85 per cent to 47"50 per cent by weight. A covari-
ance analysis \,vas undertaken as d-escribed previously. The

pooled regression coefficient was l-7.69 + r22.85. Again
this indicated an absence of a relationship between tensile
strength and residual mercury concentration, vrithin the
range studied.

The mean values for ar-r- combinations of pins and arloys,
tested at one hour, are shown in Tabl_e xrr. statistical an_

alysis of the results was accomplished as described previ-
ous ly "

The effect of the three pin materiars on the tensi-le
strength of amalgam, irrespective of allolz type, has been

ill-ustrated by means of the bar graph in Figure 36. The cor-
responding Duncan's analysis is shown in Table xrrf.

The effect of pins on the tensire strength of conven-
tional, dispersion phase and spherical particle amalgam have
been graphically ill-ustrated in Figures 37 to 39 respect.ively.
The corresponding Duncan's multiple rangie tests are shown in
Tabl-es XIV to XVI.

A similar analysis was conducted on the var-ues obtained
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from tests on twenty-four hour specimens

and tables are illustrated in Figures 40

XVII "

" Simil_ar graphs

to 43, and Tabfes

A decrease in tensire strength was evident when the
results of specimens contai-ning one pin were compared to
those of contror- specimens, irrespective of the type of pin
employed. The specimens containing two pins demonstrated
ultimate tensire strengths correspondingly lower than did
the specimens containing one pin. of the three types of
pins tested, the smooth stainless-steel pins resul_ted in
the greatest decrease in tensire sLrength, and the plated
platinum-go1d-pall-adium pins demonstrated the l_east d.ecrease
in strength.

At one hour test time, as ir-rustrated in Figure 36,
the overall- effect of the prated pins as compared to the
stainless-stee1 pins was most notable v¡hen the results of
specimens containing two pins were considered" Twenty-four
hour test resurts d.emonstrated the greatest difference when

specimens containing one pin \,,,rere compared., as shown in
Figure 40.



THE EFFECT OF VARTOUS
DENTAL AMALGAMS.
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Type and No"
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TABLE XTI
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Conventional_ Dispersion

ULTI¡.{ATE TE}{SILE STRENGTH(p.s.r. x to0)

ALLOY
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SSS

TENSTLE STRENGTH OF THREE
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Smooth Stainl-ess Steel_
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26.13
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23"r0
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Figure 36 "

TABLE XITI

The effect of pins on the one hour
tensile strength of amal_gam irres-
pective of alloy type. (pins placed
perpendicul-ar to the tensile force)

DUNCAN'S MULTTPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
TLLUSTRATED TN FTGURE 36
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Figure 37 " The effect of pins on the one hour
tensil-e strength of amalgiam made
usíng conventíonal alloy. (pins
placed oerpendicular to the tensile
force )

TABLE XIV. DUNCAN!S },IULTTPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
ILLUSTRA,TED IN FTGURE 37
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Figure 38" The effect of píns on the one hour
tensile strength of am_a1gam made
using dispersíon strengthened alloy.
(eins placed perpendícular to the
tensile force)

TABLE XV. DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
ÏLLUSTRATED IN FIGURE 3B
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Fig-ure 39 " The effecL of pins on the one hourtensile st.rength of amaì-gam. made
gsirg spherícãl particle a1loy.(Pins placed perpendÍcu1ar to the
tensile force)

TABLE XVI" DUNCANIS MULTTPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
]LLUSTRA,TED TN FTGURE 39
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THE EFFECT OF VARTOUS PTN
THREE DENTAL AMALGAMS.
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TABLE XVIT

MATERIALS ON TI]E TWENTY-FOUR HOUR
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Figure 40. The ef fect of pins on th-e twenty-four
hour tensile strength of amalgam irre-
spective of alloy type " (pins placed
perpendicular to the tensile force)
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Figure 4L. The effect of pins on the twenty-four
hour tensile strength of amalgam made
using conventíona1 aIIoy. (pin placed
perpendicul_ar to the tensil_e force)

TABLE XIX. DT]NCANTS MULTIPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
ILLUSTRATED TN FTGURE 4I
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Figure 42.

TABLE XX.

The effect. of pins on the twenty-four
hour tensile strength_ of amalgam made
gslng dispersíon strengtheneC a1loy.(Pins placed perpendicul_ar to the Len-
sile force)

DUNCAN ':S MULTTPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
TLLUSTRATED TN FIGURE 42
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Figure 43"

TABLE XXI.

The effect of pins on the twenty-four
hour tensile strength of amalgam- made
using spherical part.icle alloy. (Pins
placed perpendicular to the tensíIe
force )

DUNCANIS MULTIPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
]LLUSTRATED TN FIGURE 43
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PINS POSITIONED PARALLEL TO THE TENSILE FORCE

The residuat m-ercury ranged from 44.37 per cent to
48.55 per cent considering alr three types of amargam a]loy.

A covariance analysis, as previously described,
yielded a pooled regression coefficient of 47.045 1 86.r_6.
This indicated an absence of any refationship between the
tensile strength and the residuar- mercury content of the
amargam. correction of the tensile strength varues for re_
sidual mercury content was therefore unnecessary.

The mean tensir-e strength values for alr_ combinations
of number of pins and a]loys, tested. at one hour, are shown
in Table xxrr - statisticar anarysis of these resur_ts was
performed as previously described"

The effect of pins on the one hour tensir-e strength
of amalgam, irrespective of type of a1J-oy, is graphically
illustrated in Figure 44. Table xxrrr describes the corïe-
sponding statistical analysis.

Figures 4s to 47 irrustrate the effect of pins on the
one hour tensire strength of conventionar, dispersion phase
and spherical particle amalgam. Tables xxrv to xXVr describe
the corresponding Duncanrs anarysis for each type of amargam"

A simil-ar analysis was conducted on the results obtained
from tests on twenty-four hour specimens. similar graphs and
tables are illustrated in Figures 48 to 5f, and Tables XXVII
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to XXXI "

At one hour, arl three types of pins caused an increase
in the tensire strength of dentar amalgam" The increase in
strength was greater rvhen the number of pins increased from
one to three" The specimens containing prated pratinum-gold_
palladium pi-ns demonstrated the most substantial increase in
tensile strength when two or three pins were used. An increase
in tensil-e strength of resser magnitude v¡as also found when
serrated stainless-steel pins were used"

when tensire tests were conducted at twenty-four hours
after condensation, specimens containing serrated stainl_ess-
steel- and prated platinum-gord-palladium pins demonstrated a

slight increase in tensire strength. The conventionar_ amalgam
specimens, however, did not demonstrate a significant increase
in strength with any type of number of pins. Overa1l, the
greatest increase in strength was effected with the use of
serrated stainl_ess-steel_ pins .

RESISTANCE TO I/ü]THDRAWAL oF PINS FRoM AMALGAM

The resur-ts of the withdrawal tests were subjected to
statistical analysis by means of an anarysis of variance.
since no significant differences were found when comparing
alloy types the mean values for each type of alloy were pooled
in order that the effect of pins, irrespective of al1oy type,
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could be determined"

rt was found- that an average force of 66.03 pounds

\^/as required to withdraw the serrat,ed stainl-ess-stee1 pin
f rom the amalgam samples " An averag'e force of 40 "L4 pounds

\^ias required to remove the prated pratinum-gold-parladium

pins " The smooth stainl-ess-stee1 pins required a withdrawal
force of 0 "52 pounds. These values proved to be significantly
different at the one per cent l-evel of confidence.



THE EFFECT OF VARIOUS PTN
THREE DENTAL AMALGAMS"
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Figure 44. The effect of pins on the one hour
tensile strengÈh of amalgam, irre-
spective of aIloy type. (pins placed
parallel to the tensile force)

TABLE XXIII. DUNCAN .S MULTIPLE RÀNGE TEST OF RESULTS
TLLUSTRJ\TED IN FIGURE 44
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Figure 45 " The effect of pins on the one hour
tensile strength of amalgam made
using conventional_ a11oy" (pins
placed paralleI to the tensÍle force)

TABLE XXIV. DUNCANTS MULTTPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
ÏLLUSTRÄTED IN FTGURE 45
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Figure 46. The effect of pins on the one hour
tensile strength of amalgam made
usíng dispersion strengthened alloy.(pins placed paralleI to the tensil-e
force )

TABLE XXV" DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
ILLUSTRATED TN FTGURE 46
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Figure 47 
"

TABLE XXVT.

The. effect of pins on the one hour
tensile strength of amalgam made
usíng spherical particle alIoy"
(pins placed paralIel to the tensile
force)

DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
ILLUSTRATED TN FIGURE 47
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THE EFFECT OF VARIOUS PTN
THREE DENTAL AMALGAMS
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Figure 48. The effect of pins on the twenty-four
hour tensil_e strength of amalgam irre-
spective of a1loy type. (píns placed
parallel t.o the tensil_e force)

TABLE XXVf II . DIJ1VCAN I S MULTTPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
ÏLLUSTRATED IN FIGURE 48
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Figure 49 " The effect of pins on th-e twenty-four
hour tensile strength of amalgam made
using conventíona1 aIloy. (pins placed
paralle1 to the tensíIe force)

TABLE XXIX" DUNCAN'S MULTTPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
TLLUSTRATED TN FTGURE 49
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Figure 50

TABLE XXX

The effect of pins on the twenty-four
hour tensile strengt.h of amalgam made
using dispersíon strengthened_ a1Ioy.(pins placed paralle1 to the tensile
force)

DUNCAN I S MULTTPLE RÄ,NGE TEST OF RESULTS
ILLUSTRÄ,TED IN FIGURE 50
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Figure 51 " The effects of pins on the twenty-four
hour tensile strength of amalgam made
using spherical particle al1oy. (tins
placed paralle1 to the tensile force)

TABLE XXX]. DUNCANIS MULTIPLE RANGE TEST OF RESULTS
TLLUSTRATED TN FIGURE 51
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CO}{PRESSIVE STRENGTH

Generally, a decrease in compressive strength was

observed wkren specimens containing pins were compared to
control specimens. The significance of the d.ecrease in
strength increased with the number of pins used. Thís l-oss

of strength is contrary to that found by charrick2O *ho
stated that no reduction in ul-timate compressíve strength
\^/as evident when testing amalgams containing various types
and numbers of pins" charlick, however, used. pins which
extended al-most the entire length of his specimens, which
is not the case when pins are used in vivo" The resur_ts of
his tests th-erefore may have been infl-uenced by th_e heads

of the testing device bearing on the stainl_ess steel_ wi-re,
rather than on the amal-gam specimen itserf. These findings
are also contrary to Markley,sT tB,9 statements on increased.
strength values for pin-retained amalgam. His statements,
however, were based entirely on clinicar observation, and not
on laboratory findings. Reduction of compressive strength
val-ues with increasing number of pins was evident at both
the one hour and the twenty-four hour test period. The rower-
ing of compressive strength values in one hour is at variance
with that found by coingf8 who stated that there appeared to
be no significant decrease in ultimate compressive strength
of pin containing amalgam specimens when testing such specimens
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at one-hal-f hour and two hours after the completion of con_
densation- IIis test methods varied from that used in the
present investigation. prior to testing, the protruding end.s

of the pins were cut off fr-ush with the bottom of the speci_
men, and then ground so that they were short of the specimen
base. This did not therefore truly simur_ate the use of pins
for retenti-ve purpose in tooth structure. The effect of the
cutting and grinding procedure on the pin-amargam interface
was unl<nown and may have been a contributing source of error.

with one pin embedded in the amalgam specimens there
h/as a significant d.ecrease in compressive strength only with
the use of plated pins at the one hour test period. After
twenty-four hours, there was a significant reduction in com-
pressive strength with both serrated stainress-steel pins
and plated pins. with the remaining combinations, there was

a significant d.ecrease in compressive strength when compared

to the control specimens.

The decreased compressive strength var_ues found in the
specimens containing pins cou]d be exprained as being the
resul-t of the folloiving contributing factors, namery, stress
concentrations deveroped around. the pins, relief of stresses
from plastic deformation of the amalgam subjected to a com_

pressive load, and cleavage planes which may be formed in the
material by the serrated stainl_ess_stee1 pins.
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rt is suggeste-d thraÈ, compressive r-oads applied to
amalgam speci:nens, produced stress concentrations around arl
types of pins. Because of these areas of high stress concen_
tration, fair-ure of amargam specimens occurred at a r_ower
level- of compressive stress. some relief of stress concen_
trations cour-d resur-t from the creep or fr_ow property whi_ch
amargram normarry exhibits under stress. This creep tends to
decrease the effect of stress concentration around the embedded
pins - The ability of creep to reduce stress concentration
can be seen when comparing the values obtained for dispersion_
phase alroys to those of the spherical particre or the conven_
tional alloys at the twenty-four hour test period. rnness and
youdelis29 have demonstrated that the dispersion-phase alroy
exhibits considerabry ress creep or frow, compared to conven_
tional- alloy. rt can be seen from the grapho shown in Figure
34, and the statisticar anarysis in Tabre x, that the reduc_
tion in compressive strength of dispersion-phase amalgam alroy
contai-ning pins is more marked than that of the conventional
or spherical particre amargam alloys. The greater reduction
in ul-timate compressive strength may be due to the inabirity
of this particurar amalgam to flow and relieve the stress con_
centration around the pins.

ït was thought that a fusion of pins with the amargam
matrix might reduce the frow of the ama]gam in the area around
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the pins" No evid.ence from the resurts exists to support
this hypothesis and th-e amalgam alloys containing plated pins
behave similarry to those containing smooth stainless-steeI
pins.

ft is possibre that, in amalgam specimens containing
two pins, und.er stress, a cleavage effect is estabrished
within the specimen in a prane along a line connecting the
two pins - The void which is seen to occur around the stain-
less steel pin courd possibry magnífy the cleavage-plane
effect when the material- is placed under stress. No differ_
ence, however, was found between the two-pin specimens con-
taining prated pins and those containing smooth stainl_ess-
steel pins" The effect of the void, therefore, must be con-
sidered to be a secondary factor in causing a noticeable re-
duction in compressive strength"

The resurts of the compressive strength tests, at one
hour and twenty-four hours ind.icate that prated platinum-gold-
paladium and smooth stainless-stee1 pins influenced the com-
pressive strength of amalgam in the same manner. with all
types of amalgam alIoys, a progressive decrease in compressive
strength resulted as the number of pins hzas increased from one
to four- A different trend was evident, however, when serrated
stainless-steer pins were used. when two pins \Á/ere used¡ r€-
duction in compressive strength was significantly greater with
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serrated stainless-steel pins than with the plated or the
smooth stainless-steel pins" This trend, hornzever, appeared

to reverse itsel-f when specimens with f our pins v/ere compared,

and a significant difference \iúas evident between the specimens

with serrated stainless-steel- pins and those with smooth plated
or smooth stainl-ess-stee1 pins" rt is postulatecl that this
apparent difference may be atÈributed to the serrations in the
stainless-steel pins. The cleavage-plane potential previousry
described is probably present with all- types of pins. Tn the
case of a specimen with serrated pins, when a compressive load
is applied, the amargam may exhibit a sliding effect along the
pin, and in an effort to move past the serrations a lateral_
force develops in an attempt to disengage the amalgam from it.
This latter force is prod.uced at right angles to the pin, and

tends to enhance the effect of the cleavage plane. rn speci-
mens containing four serrated pinso however, six different
cleavage planes are established in the specimen, with accom-

panying stresses acting in different directions, some at right
angles to one another. A condition is created whereby the
force exerted on the six cr-eavag-e planes in all directions may

tend to counteract one another, therefore the specimen resists
fracture to a significantly greater degree than those speci-
mens containing two serrated pins.

welk and Di1ts24 found that there was no proportional
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decrease in compres.si.ve strength as the number of pins \^/ere

increased" The resurts of the present investigation, however,

wourd tend to indicat.e that with the use of smooth-surface

pins, there is a tendency towards progressively decreasecl

compressive strength values as the number of pins are increased.
A trend is afso noticeabl-e with the use of serrated pin mat.e-

rials when evaluating the compressive strength resul_ts, which

coul-d be attributed to the serrations in the pins. This dif-
ference in observation may be due to the larger number of
samples tested in the present investigation.

The decrease observed in twenty-four hour compressive

strength tests, arthough substantial, is not betieved to be

clinically significant" None of the specimens tested in this
study recorded compressive strength varues lower than those
found for enamel and dentin by Stanford, €t II.AI

ULTÏMATE TENSTLE STRENGTH

PINS PLACED PERPENDICULAR TO TI{E TENSILE STRESS

The overall effect of placing pins with the long axis
of the pin perpendicurar to tensile stresses on amalgam was

to reduce the urtimate tensile strength of the amalgam. This
is in agreement with the resurts reported by Going, Nostrant

17 22and Johnsonr-' and cecconi and. Asgar." The reduction of
strength was evident at both the one hour and the twenty-four
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hour test interval-" Each type of pin material produced a

significantly different effect on the amalgam samples. The

erectropl-ated pins appeared t.o have the least effect on ïe-
duci-ng the tensile strengÈh. The serrated stainless-stee1
píns caused a greater reduction in strength, and the smooth

stainless-steel pins produced the severest effect.
The difference in the effect produced by the three

types of pins at one hour was more evident when specimens con-
tained two pins. when two pins !úere usedn the pÌated pins
caused significantly l-ess v,zeakening than did either serrated
or smooth stainless-steel- pins. v,Ihen one pin was used, there
was no difference between samples containing plated and. ser-
rated pins " samples containing smooth stainless-steel pins
were significantly weaker. The trend was toward a reduced

loss of strength when plated pins v¡ere usedr âs compared to
serrated or smooth stainless-steel pins.

At twenty-four hours, specimens containing one plated
pin affected reduction in tensile strength less than did ser-
rated or smooth stainl-ess-stee1 pins" I/üith two pins, however,

there was no difference between the plated and the serrated.
stainless-steel pins. The smooth stainless-steel_ pins did
cause a significantly greater d.ecrease in tensile strength
than the plated or the serrated pins.

rt is felt by this investigator that under tensire
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stress the pins behave like voids in amargam specì_rnens. The

assumption could then be made that the larqer the voi.d or
pin, the greater the weakening effect. of the pin on the
amalgam- The pins courd also set up potential for a l_ine of
cleavage wiÈhin the amalgam which could cause earl_ier propa-
gation of tensile failure. rt was obvious that the smooth

stainless-steel pins created the Ìargest void. These pins
have a constant diameter which may form a straight l_ine of
creavage through the specimen. The largest diameter of the
serrated stainl-ess-steer pins was the same as that of the
smooth stainless-steel pins, howevero the serrations in the
pin had the effect of reducing the average diameter. Because

the matrix of amalgam adapts very crosely to the serrations,
the vol-ume of the void in Èhe amalg.am specimen coul_d be

effectivery reduced. This coul-d account for the greater
effect of the smooth stainress-steer pins on the reduction
of tensile strength of amalgam when compared to the serrated
pin material-. The plated pin, by virtue of its ability to
fuse with the amalgam matrix, appears to el_iminate the effect
of the void at the interface of the pin and the amalgam pro-
duced when stainl-ess steel pins are used. The fusion of the
plated pin to the amalgam courd al-so reduce the effect of the
pin acting l-ike a void within the amargam specimen.

when the u]timate tensile strength of specimens contain-
ing two pins was determined using the d.iametral tensil-e strength
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test, ê definite cleavage plane was establ_ished in the speci_
men along the long axis of the pins. This effe.ct is thought
to be the resurt of the pin maÈerial behaving rike a void in
the amalgam, even lvith the plated pins. This was most evidenÈ
at the twenty-four hour test period. fn all three types of
amalgams tested, however, the plated pins caused ress of a

reduction in strength than did the serrated. or smooth stain-
less-steel pins. This d.ecreased effect was not statistically
significant when comparing prated platinum-gord-pal_ladium and
serrated stainless-stee1 pins.

PINS PLACED PARALLEL TO THE TENSILE STRESS

At one hour arr three types of pins caused an increase
in the tensile strength of dental amargam. rn general, the
increase in strength was greater as the num_ber of pins within
the specimens increased from one to three. These findings
are at variance with those of cecconi and Asgar22 *ho found
no significant difference in strength, although some suggestion
of a trend toward increased strengths could be observed in
their resul-ts " The specimens containing plated platinum-gord-
palladi-um pins demonstrated the most substantial increase i_n

strength when two or three pins viere used. A significant
increase in tensir-e strength was arso found when serrated
stainl-ess-steel pins were used, hohzever, the increase in



strength was not as gre-at as \^/as th-e case

however, tlr_is increase was not thought to
magnitude to have any clinical importance"

I04

wj*th tLr-e plated pins,
be of a significant

whe.n tensile tests v¡ere conducted at twenty_four hours
after condensation, it was found that specimens containing
serrated stainress-steer and plated pratinum-gord_palradium
pins demonstrated a sright increase in tensire strength. ïn
no instance" hol,vevern r\ras the increase in strength of the
magnitude of the one hour test resul-ts.

of the three alloys tested, only the conventionar ama]_
gam specimens failed to demonstrate a significant increase in
tensile strength with any type of number of pins, a'Èhough a
trend toward Íncreasing strength values was evident with the
use of serrated stainr-ess-steer pins. The remaining types of
alloy revear-ed significant increases in strength with the use
of pins, notably, when two or three pins were used.

The g-reatest increase in strength was effected with
the use of serrated stainress-steel pins. The plated and
smooth stainfess-steel- pins had similar but small_er effects
on the tensile strength of the amalgam specimens.

The strengthening effect of the embedded pins on the
amalgam specimens appeared to be a function of the retention
of the pins within the amalgam. The pins tend to increase
the resistance of the amalgam to the spritting tensire force
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by stapling the two halves of the specì:nen together.
one Lrour tensil-e val-ues of specÌmens containing pins

seem to indicate that the metallurgicar bond formed between

the matrix and the prated platinum-go1d.-palladium pin is
stronger than the mechanicar interrocking of the matrix in
the serrations of the threaded pin. This wourd cause the
plated pins to infruence the strengÈh of the specimen to a

greater degree than woul-d the serrated pins. This difference
coul-d be caused by the accumulation of mercury around the
serrated and pl-ated pins during condensation. Because both
the silverplated layer of the pin and the unreacted alloy
particles contain the mercury rayer, a rapid reaction and

solidification of this area should occur. fn the case of the
serrated pin material-s, the reaction can only proceed from
the amalgam toward the pin by crystar growth of the Gamma r
and Gamma rr phases of the amalgam matrix. The mechanical
l-ock could thus require a ronger period of time to form. This
coul-d result in a greater reinforcing effect by the plated pins
during the early setting period.

At the twenty-four hour test period the mechanical 1ock-
ing effect of the serrated stainless-steel_ pins caused. the
specimens to offer more resistance to the splitting tensile
force than did the plated pins, Tests to determine the twenty-
four hour withdrawal resistance of the three types of pin mat-
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erials from amalgam confirmed the premise that the serrated
stainless-steel- pins would be more resistant than plated pins.
smooth stainfess-steel pins offered. extremely l_ittle resis-
tance to withdrawal from amalgam.

of interest is the fact that serrated pins proved to
be as effective as plated pins for increasing the one hour
tensile strength varues of spherical- particre amalgam speci-
mens. This might be att.ributed to the more rapid setting
reaction of this particurar alIoy which wourd be more effec-
tive in achieving a mechanical l-ockr âs compared to the other
types of a]loys, which have sr-ower setting characteristics.
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The effects of thre.e types of pin material on the com-

pressive and tensi-le stre.ngth of thre.e different amalgams

\dere determined by mechanical t.ests conducted on a totat of
nine hundred and. ninety specimens. These v¡ere divided into
groups of six or more, each containing a specific combination
of tyoe and number of pins, and type of aÌloy. sets of spec-
imens, with pins embedded to simurate their use for retentive
purposes' \^/ere subjected to compressive and. tensil_e l_oads to
determine their ultimate strength properties " simil-ar tensil_e
tests \^/ere performed on specimens with pins placed parallel_ to
the tensil-e stress, to simul-ate pins used for reinforcement of
amalgam. standardization of specimen preparation was assured
by residual- mercury determinations performed on every second.

specimen tested.

The withdrawar resistance of the various pins from
amalg'am was determined in order to acert.ain whether a rel-ation-
ship existed between this property, and the effect of the pins
on the ul-timate tensil-e strength of the amalgam when pins \^/ere

used as reinforcing agents.

statisticar anarysis of the resurts was accomprished
utilizing an analysis of variance, folrowed by the Duncan,s
multiple range test" The results of the compressive strength
tests indicated that arl types and numbers of pins caused a

decrease in the strength of the specimens with increasing
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numbers of pins " The serrated stainl-ess-steel pins demon-

strated a different trend than the smooth-surfaced pins.
with pins placed perpendicul-ar to the tensile force the
platinum-gold-pal-ladium pins proved superior in maintaining
the tensile strength of the specimens. Both prated platinum-
gold-pal]adium and serrated pins increased the tensíIe strength
of amalgam specimens n when they were praced pararrel to the
tensile force" A relaÈionship was found to exist between this
phenomenon and the withdrawal resistance of pins from amargam.
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1. The use of pin materi.ars for purposes of retention
resulted in a decrease in the ur-timate compressive
strength of dental amalgam.

2 - The use of pin materiar-s f or purposes of retent.ion
resul-ted in a decrease in the urtímate tensir_e strength
of the dentar amalgam. pratinum-gord-palradium pins
caused l-ess of a decrease in strength than did the stain_
l-ess steel_ material_s.

3- !{hen pin placement in amargam was such that the rong axis
of the pin was para]lel with the tensi_re force, both the
plated and serrated pins appeared to increase the tensil_e
strength of the amalgam.

4 - The serrated stainless-steel pins offered a greater resis_
tance to withdrawal than d.Íd the electroprated pins. The

smooth stainr-ess-steer pins \^/ere the reast resistant to
withdrawal_.

5. i¡üithin the range of residual- m_ercury content of the amalgam

tested in this study, there was no correr_ation between
strength and residual mercury content.
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